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ABSTRACT
Existing forensic camera model identification algorithms can be
trained to accurately distinguish between a set of known camera
models. In reality, however, an investigator may be confronted with
an image that was not captured by one of these known models. If
this happens, existing algorithms will associate this image with one
of the known camera models. This is known as the open set problem. In this paper, we propose two different approaches to address
the open set problem for camera model identification. To do this, we
use a CNN to learn a set of deep forensic features. Our first approach
replaces the CNN’s classifier with a confidence score mapping which
it thresholds to detect unknown models. Our second approach uses
a set of ‘known unknown’ models to train a new classifier to identify unknown camera models. Experiments show that we can detect
unknown camera models with a 97.74% accuracy.
Index Terms— Open set problem, camera model identification,
deep convolutional features.
1. INTRODUCTION
Camera model identification is an important problem in multimedia forensics. Information about the make and model of an image’s
source camera can be used in many important settings, such as evidence in legal proceedings and criminal investigations. While metadata can contain this information, it is frequently missing and can
be easily altered. Therefore, forensic researchers have developed
methods to ‘blindly’ determine an image’s source camera model by
identifying its fingerprints left in a captured image [1].
These fingerprints are unique from one camera model to another and are specifically linked to signal processing artifacts induced by different components of a camera’s internal processing
pipeline. Early approaches used heuristically designed statistical
metrics as features to measure and determine camera’s traces [2].
Other techniques use specific physical component traces such as the
camera’s imaging sensor [3, 4]. Many existing methods rely on the
algorithmic components such as the unique implementation of JPEG
compression [5] and traces left by demosaicing [6, 7, 8, 9]. These
existing techniques are often designed by constructing local parametric models of an image’s data [6, 7] or utilize hand-designed features [10, 11].
Recent work in multimedia forensics suggests that learning camera’s features can be accomplished by using convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [12, 13, 14]. The advantage of CNNs is that they
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are capable of learning classification features directly from data,
hence, they can adaptively learn the cumulative traces induced by a
camera’s components. However, CNNs in their existing form tend to
learn features related to an image’s content. In response to this issue,
two alternatives have emerged to suppress an image’s content and
capture camera’s forensic features, i.e., high-pass filter (HPF) [13]
and the adaptive constrained convolutional layer [12].
While existing forensic methods have shown great promise [12,
14, 11, 10], these methods cannot perform camera model identification to images taken by ‘unknown’ camera models not used to train
the forensic detector. This is known as the open set problem. Open
set problems have been studied in different applications such as computer vision [15], fingerprint spoof detection [16], source camera attribution [17] (i.e., specific device, not camera model), etc.
If a traditional forensic method is used to identify an unknown
image’s source camera model, this will lead to mistakenly associate
the subject image with one of the known camera models used for the
training. This is problematic since in real world scenario a forensic
investigator has at their disposal a limited number of camera models
to train a forensic detector. Therefore, one may ask: can we learn
forensic detection features to perform camera model identification
in an open set scenario? Can we devise a reliable forensic protocol
that can determine how likely a testing sample belongs to one of the
known classes?
In this paper, we propose a new deep learning method to address
the open set camera model identification problem. To accomplish
this, we devised two forensic protocols that account for two different
open set scenarios. Both protocols, are associated with a constrained
CNNs [12, 18] to extract deep forensic features from known and unknown camera models. In the first protocol, the learned deep forensic features will go through a function that produces a confidence
score of how likely a subject image was taken by each of the known
camera models used for training. Next, a thresholding protocol is
used on the maximum confidence score over all the known classes,
to identify unknown camera models. In our second protocol we used
a set of ‘known unknown’ camera models to build a classifier to discriminate between deep forensic features of images taken by known
and unknown cameras collected from an external database. Through
a set of experiments, we demonstrate that our two proposed protocols can achieve strong identification rates in scenarios where the set
of unknown models is larger than the set of known models.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The goal of this paper is to develop and evaluate methods to determine if an image was taken by a camera within a set of known
camera models T or if it was taken by an unknown model.
To frame this problem, let us first consider the standard camera
model identification scenario where a forensic investigator wants to

design some system g(·) that identifies the model of the camera that
captured some input image or image patch x. In general, this system g can be thought of as the composition of two functions, f (·)
and d(·), i.e.
g(x) = d ◦ f (x) = d(f (x)),
(1)
where f (·) is a feature extractor and d(·) is a classifier that discriminates between a set of candidate camera models T and ◦ denotes
function composition.
The classifier d and potentially the feature extractor f must be
learned from a set of labeled data D which corresponds to a set of
images taken by each of the camera models in T . Significant prior
research has shown that an accurate camera model identification algorithm g(·) can be built to identify the source camera model of
images taken by cameras in T . In practice, however, the set of camera models T that the forensic investigator has access to is a subset
of the set of all camera models M, i.e. T ⊂ M. The number of
camera models in T may be significantly smaller than the number of
models in M.
This gives rise to an important problem: in reality an investigator can’t guarantee that all images whose source they wish to identify came from some known model m ∈ T . It is very possible that
the true camera model m ∈ T c , i.e. the image under investigation comes from some “unknown” camera model in M. The camera model identification algorithm, specifically the classifier d, must
choose only between “known” camera models in T , even if the true
source camera model is in T c . This problem is known as the “open
set problem”.
In order for forensic investigators to trust the camera identification results provided by g, they need some means of first determining
if the true source camera model is in the set of known camera models
used for the training, i.e., m ∈ T .
3. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes two strategies for addressing the open set problem for camera model identification.
While the strategies we propose can be easily generalized to
other camera model identification approaches, in this paper we
assume g is a CNN-based camera model identification algorithm.
Specifically, we define g as the constrained CNN that we previously
proposed in [12] but using hyperbolic tangent (TanH) activation
functions instead of ReLUs. We choose g to be this CNN because
it is very important for the feature extractor f to extract highly discriminant camera model identification features, since these features
must be relied upon to differentiate between camera models in T
and T c . Recent research suggests that CNNs are able to learn these
highly discriminant features [12, 13, 14].
Using an approach that is well known in computer vision [19],
we define the feature extractor f (·) portion of our CNN as all of the
CNN’s layers which precede the classification layer, as we have previously done in [20, 21, 22]. After the CNN is trained to distinguish
between the N camera models in T , feature values for an image or
image patch x can be obtained by passing x through the CNN. The
resulting feature values f (x), which we refer to as deep forensic features, correspond to the neuron activations of the second-to-last fully
connected layer (denoted in [20] as “FC 2”) of the CNN.

set of known models T . We retain the feature extractor f learned
while training g, but set aside the classifier d. We replace d with a
new classifier d0 composed of a mapping c(·) designed to produce a
confidence score associated with each camera model mk ∈ T and
a protocol for choosing a class on the basis of these scores. We
note that while a CNN with a softmax layer can produce confidence
scores, our experimental results shown in Sec. 4 will demonstrate
that this is a suboptimal approach.
The confidence score mapping takes the deep forensic feature
vector f (x) learned by g as an input and produces a scalar output.
In practice, this can be accomplished by using D to train a new classifier to produce confidence scores, or by using a metric to measure
the distance from the mean value of the deep forensic features associated with each camera model. Camera model identification is then
performed by taking the arg max of all of these confidence scores.
Let ck f (x) be the score associated with camera model mk ∈ T .
The new camera model identification system g 0 formed is

g 0 (x) = arg max ck f (x) = m̂,
(2)
mk ∈T

where m̂ ∈ T is the camera model that this system identifies as the
source of x and

s = max ck f (x) ,
(3)
mk ∈T

is the confidence score associated with this decision.
Now the investigator must decide whether to accept the camera
model m̂ identified by g 0 (with the implicit assumption that the true
source model m ∈ T ) or to reject m̂ with the belief that m ∈
/ T
(i.e., the image x was captured by an unknown camera model). To
make this decision, we pose this problem as the following hypothesis
testing problem
H0 : The true source camera model is known, i.e., m ∈ T ,
H1 : The true source camera model is unknown, i.e., m ∈
/ T . (4)
We differentiate between these hypotheses using the following
decision rule h1

H0 , s ≥ η
h1 (s) =
(5)
H1 , s < η.
where scalar η is a decision threshold. If h1 (s) returns H0 , then
the camera model m̂ identified by d0 is accepted. If h1 (s) returns
H1 , then the camera model m̂ identified by d0 is rejected and the
investigator concludes that the true source camera model is unknown
(i.e., m ∈
/ T ).

3.1. Approach 1

Confidence Score Choices: In this work, we examine four different choices for c(·): (1) one fully connected layer neural network followed by a softmax (i.e. the baseline choice), (2) an extremely randomized trees (ET) classifier trained to produce confidence scores [23], (3) a multi-class P-SVM [24] with a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel, and (4) the cosine similarity measure distance
from the nearest class mean. These are briefly described below.
(1)
Confidence scores produced by the softmax approach cj are
defined as follows. Let v(f (x)) be the vector of activation values of
the additional fully connected layer and v(f (x))j be the activation
value of the j th neuron. The softmax score cj assigned to the j th
class (i.e. camera model) is defined as


ev(f (x))j
(1)
(6)
cj f (x) = cj f (x) = PN
v(f (x))i
i=1 e

Our first approach for performing open set camera model identification is called “confidence score thresholding.” In this approach, we
first build and train a camera model identification system (i.e. CNN)
g using training data D from each of the N camera models in the

Confidence scores cj produced by the extremely randomized
tree approach are defined as the mean of the classification probabilities of all the trees that vote for the j th camera model. The classification probability of each tree is the fraction of samples of the

(2)

training data D correspoding to the j th camera model that are correctly classified by each leaf in the tree [23].
(3)
Confidence scores produced by the P-SVM approach cj correspond to the multi-class extension [24] of an SVM with Platt Scaling [25]. In this approach, the training data D is used to fit a logistic
sigmoid to the decision boundaries of the SVM in order to produce
scores.
We produce confidence scores using the cosine similarity metric
(4)
cj by first using the labeled training data D to compute the mean
value of the deep feature vector µj corresponding to each camera
model mj ∈ T . The confidence score assigned to the j th camera
model corresponds to the cosine similarity distance from µj such
that



µj · f (x)
(4)
cj f (x) = cos sim µj , f (x) =
(7)
kµj k2 kf (x)k2
In this case, it should be noted that the confidence score s is defined
in the interval [−1, 1] as opposed to approaches (1)-(3) which produce a confidence score in the interval [0, 1].
3.2. Approach 2
Our second approach builds a separate ‘known vs. unknown’ classifier using the deep features extracted by f . This approach is appropriate for a scenario where a forensic analyst has access to a larger
set of known camera models T but only needs to identify a subset
of these models. In such scenario, one can use some of these models
to learn decision boundaries that separate the feature distributions of
known and unknown cameras. To accomplish this, we use the definition of ‘known unknown’ cameras to partition T into two disjoint
sets of known camera models, i.e., ‘knowns’ and ‘known unknowns’.
We partition the camera model set T into two disjoint subsets
TA and TB , where TA is the set of ‘knowns’ and TB corresponds
to the set of ‘known unknowns’. This scenario could be seen as a
‘closed open set problem’. Next, we gather a labeled set of training
data D using all cameras in T . We define DA as the set of data
collected by cameras in TA , and DB as the set of data collected by
cameras in TB . We further partition DA into two disjoint subsets
(1)
(2)
DA and DA which both contain images from all models in TA .
Our approach proceeds by first training the CNN g defined in
(1)
Sec. 2 using data from DA to distinguish between models in TA .
we retain the feature extractor f and we build a new classifier h2 (·)
designed to distinguish between known models (i.e., m ∈ TA ) and
unknown models (i.e., m ∈
/ TA ). We use TB which is the set of
‘known unknowns’ to represent models in TA c .
We extract features from images x using the pre-trained feature
extractor f . These are passed to a new classifier h2 which is trained
to distinguish between known and unknown camera models. When
(2)
training h2 , dataset DA is used for training data for known camera
models and data set DB is used to represent unknown models. By
(2)
using DA to train this classifier, we can avoid overfitting that may
(1)
(1)
occur if data from DA was used (since DA was used to learn the
feature extractor).
It is important to note that h2 only chooses between two classes:
known models and unknown models. If h2 (x) yields a decision that
x originates from a known model (i.e., m ∈ TA ), then g can be used
to identify this model. In this work, we consider the following two
classifiers for h2 (·): a binary SVM with an RBF Kernel and Platt’s
probability estimator [25] and a binary ET classifier.
As our experimental results presented in Section 4 will show,
this approach has the advantage of being able to more accurately
distinguish between known and unknown camera models. It comes,
however, with a disadvantage in that g is only able to distinguish

Fig. 1: ROC curves for Approach 1 with different classifiers
between models in TA instead of all models in T . One way to overcome this, is one can define TA = T then use our approach in Section 3.1 to collect known unknowns data DB (i.e., m ∈ TB ) from the
‘wild’ based on the decisions made by h1 in Eq. (5). Next, the classifier h2 can be trained with features extracted by f (x) from images
taken by TA and TB to distinguish between known and unknown
models.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of
our two proposed approaches at performing camera model identification in an open set scenario. In these experiments, we first used
Approach 1 to identify unknown camera models, which accounts for
the scenario where a forensic investigator must use the whole set
of camera models T to perform open set camera model identification. Next, we used Approach 2 to detect unknown camera models
using a larger set of training camera models that we can partition
into two set of ‘known’ and ‘known unknown’ camera models. To
extract deep forensic features f (x), we trained our previously proposed CNN [12] with TanH activation functions in both approaches.
During the training phase of the CNNs, we set the batch size
equal to 64 and the parameters of the stochastic gradient descent as
follows: momentum = 0.9, decay = 0.0005, and a learning rate
 = 10−3 that decreases every 4 epochs by a factor γ = 0.5. In our
experiments, we trained the CNN for 44 epochs. CNNs were built
using Caffe [26] and trained on an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU.
4.1. Approach 1 evaluation
First, we created our set of known camera models T by collecting
images captured by 10 different camera models from the Dresden
Image Database [27]. Our first approach proceeds by training our
CNN as a classifier g to distinguish between 10 camera models in T .
To do this, we created 90, 000 grayscale 256×256 training patches
using 2, 500 images captured by 10 camera models in T .
These training grayscale patches were selected from the green
layer of the central 36 blocks of each image. Each patch corresponds
to a new image associated with one camera model class. We chose
a small number of camera models in order to mimic the real world
scenario where |T c | > |T |.
Next, we trained different classifiers d0 using the training deep
forensic features f (x) extracted from CNN to discriminate between
camera models in T . To do this, we used (1) the softmax classification layer of our previously trained CNN, (2) an ET classifier,
(3) a RBF multi-class SVM [24], and (4) a cosine similarity measure nearest mean score. We tuned the RBF parameters for SVM

Table 1: Known vs. unknown detection accuracy and closed set
testing accuracy with different classifiers in Approach 1.
Method
ET
Softmax
SVM
Cos Sim

Detection accuracy
93.93%
89.53%
92.72%
93.84%

Accuracy (closed set)
99.06%
98.50%
99.05%
98.70%

via 5-fold cross validation on 20, 000 randomly selected deep features of training patches using a grid of C = 2−5 , 2−3 , · · · , 211
and γ = 2−15 , 2−13 , · · · , 23 . To find the best parameters of the ET
classier we used a grid search over the number of trees in the forest
for values 100, 200, · · · , 800.
To evaluate our proposed approach, we created 46, 000 grayscale
testing patches of known and unknown camera models in the same
manner we described above. In total, we used 639 images from the
Dresden database and 639 images captured by 15 unknown camera
models from our lab experimental database. Note that training and
testing datasets were created from two separate sets of images.
Next, we computed the known vs. unknown detection accuracy
of the Bayes rule in Eq. (5), the probability of false alarm (PF A ), and
the probability of detection PD using our testing dataset for different
values of the arbitrary threshold. We also computed the testing accuracy in the closed set scenario with only known camera models. In
Table 1, we report the known vs. unknown detection accuracy as the
max over all testing rates obtained by different values of η as well as
the testing accuracy with 10 camera models in a closed set scenario.
From Table 1, we can notice that the ET based approach outperforms the other choices of classifiers in the above two mentioned
tasks. Noticeably, the ET based approach can achieve 93.93%
known vs. unknown detection accuracy, and 99.06% testing accuracy in a closed set scenario. We can also notice that one can
significantly improve over the known vs. unknown detection accuracy of a softmax-based CNN by using the deep forensic features
to train other discriminative classifiers which learn better decision
boundaries. Moreover, these results demonstrate that a constrained
CNN can learn forensic features to detect unknown camera models even from images captured by camera models not used for the
training. Note that an appropriate choice of the confidence score
mapping c(·) can result in significantly better known vs. unknown
detection accuracy and also improves the closed set accuracy.
Fig. 1 depicts the ROC curve for the different discriminative
classifiers. One can observe that the ET and cosine similarity based
threshold techniques can achieve comparable performance and outperform the other choices of classifiers. Moreover, for PF A < 5%
the ET and cosine similarity approaches can achieve at least 9% better PD than the softmax and SVM outperforms the softmax detection
rate with about 7%.
4.2. Approach 2 evaluation
Next, we considered that a forensic investigator has access to a larger
set of camera models so that they can make a disjoint partition of
T into known (m ∈ TA ) and known unknown (m ∈ TB ) camera
models. To do this, we used our previously defined set of 10 camera
models from Dresden as TA . Then we used 15 different camera
models from our lab database to define TB . Subsequently, we created
(1)
(2)
a dataset DA to train a CNN g. Next, we created DA and DB to
train h2 in order to distinguish between known and unknown models
as described in Section 3.2.
(1)
(2)
To accomplish this, we created DA and DA by evenly divid-

Table 2: Known vs. unknown detection accuracy in Approach 2.

Testing datasets
D1 : m ∈ T = {TA , TB }
D2 : m ∈ {T , T c }
D3 : m ∈ {TA , T c }

Classifiers
SVM
ET
99.20% 99.38%
98.27% 98.57%
97.37% 97.74%

ing the Dresden training dataset that we created for Approach 1 into
45, 000 patches for each. Next, we created DB that consisted of
45, 000 patches by using 1, 250 images captured by 15 known unknown camera models from our lab experimental dataset. In this
work, we examined two different choices of binary classifiers for
h2 , i.e., ET [28] and SVM [25]. We tuned the parameters of the binary classifiers similarly to Approach 1’s experiments. Finally, we
created three different testing datasets (i.e., D1 , D2 and D3 ) that we
describe below.
We created three testing datasets where each consisted of
46, 000 grayscale 256×256 testing patches in the same manner
described above. First, D1 consisted of ‘known’ and ‘known unknown’ patches where 23, 000 patches were created from 639
images captured by 10 known camera models from Dresden and
23, 000 patches were created from 639 images captured by 15
known unknown camera models from our lab database. Next, we
created 23, 000 grayscale testing patches from 639 images captured
by another new 15 unknown camera models from our lab database
where these camera models never been used to train any classifier, i.e., m ∈ T c . Our D2 dataset consisted of ‘known’, ‘known
unknown’ and ‘unknown’ patches where we used the same 23, 000
patches in D1 captured by 10 known camera models, 11, 500 patches
from 15 known unknown camera models, and 11, 500 patches from
15 completely unknown camera models never used for the training.
D3 consisted of ‘known’ and ‘unknown’ patches where we used the
same 23, 000 patches captured by 10 known camera models from
Dresden and the 23, 000 patches captured by 15 unknown camera
models never used for the training. Note that none of the testing
patches was created from images used to create training patches.
In Table 2, we report the unknown camera models detection
rate using our proposed binary classifiers. One can notice that our
ET-based approach associated with the deep forensic features outperforms the choice of SVM classifier. Noticeably, it can achieve
99.38% accuracy with D1 , 98.57% accuracy with D2 , and 97.74%
accuracy with D3 . Furthermore, our experimental result on D3
demonstrates that one can significantly improve over our “confidence score thresholding” approach using the set of known unknown
camera models TB .
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two approaches to perform camera
model identification in open set scenarios. To accomplish this, we
first used a constrained CNN to extract camera model identification
features. Our first approach proceeds by mapping the learned deep
features onto confidence scores associated with each known camera
model used to train the CNN. A thresholding protocol over the maximum confidence score was used to identify unknown cameras. Finally, we used the definition of known unknowns to represent the set
of real unknown camera model. Then, we used two different binary
classifiers to discriminate between deep features of the known and
unknown camera models. Through a set of experiments, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach using an external camera
models database.
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